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INTERNATIONAL OIL POLLUTION COMPENSATION FUND

FONDS INTERNATIONAL D'INDEMNISATION POUR LES DOMMAGES
DUS A LA POLLUTION PAR LES HYDROCARBURES

INTERSESSIONAL WORKING GROUP

INTERPRETATION OF ARTICLE 10 OF THE  FUND CONVENTION

I3EilgEaaaiaaEn22LEa120ILLttaILLLILaE.

1.	 The Fund's Assembly, at its third session, decided to set
up an Intersessional Working Group to consider the ciuestion of

the interpretation of the Fund Convention raised in document
FUND/A.3/14. The Director was requested to submit a background
paper giving the necessary information for discussion of this

subject in the Working Group.

2.	 Article 10 of the Fund Convention defines as persons
liable for contribution "in respect of each Contracting State":

"any person who, ... has-received

(a) in the ports.or.terminal installations of the

territory of that State ... c:4Atributing oil carried by sea
to such ports or terminal installations; and

(b) in any installations .situated in the-.territory of
that Contracting State contributing oil which : has been

carried by seaand.dischargedin a port or terminal
installation of a non-Contracting State, provided ...".

3.	 As stated in document FUND/A.3/14, it appears that the
interpretation of this provision differs among the Contracting
States. Some Member States do not have any specific provision

in their national law but refer only to the Convention (e.g.,

the Swedish, Danish and German legislation).	 From the
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information available to the Fund, the following countries have

specific regulations in their national law dealing with the

question of who is liable for contributions:

France

"The person receiving the contributing Oil within the

meaning of Article 10 of the Convention of 18 December

1971 is the person who is the owner of the cargo or,

failing him, any personreceiving the cargo on his

behalf.at the. time when the cargo is unloaded- :at the

port or terminal facility of destination on French

territory:

for purposes of refining, delivery for consumption

on French territory or re-export;

for purposes of processing in a refinery established
on French territory under the terms of a processing

contract;

for purposes of carriage to a foreign country under

the International transit regime."

Japan,

The receiver of contributing oil is.defined.as

"the Person who received contributing oil from a ship,
excluding, however, the person who received oil from
a ship for and on'behaif of another person, and
including , the. person who caused that person to receive

such oil"._

The official explanation given by the Japanese Governr.ent for
this Regulation states:

"The provision is based on the concept that the person
who receives direct benefit from the oil carried by sea

should bear a portion of the economic consequence of
oil pollution damage. Therefore, the owner of the oil



immediately upon unloading after carriage by sea will
normally be the 'receiver'; but, in such a case as the
oil is received and stored for and on behalf of another
person, this 'another person' will be the 'receiver'".

United Kingdom

"The person liable to p-ty onntribntinns is -

(a) in the case of oil which is being imported to
the United IUngdom, the importer; and

(b) otherwise, the person by whom the oil is received."

"Importermeans the person by whom, or on whose
behalf, the oil in question is entered for customs
purposes on . importation, and 'import' shall be
construed accordingly,"

The United Kingdom law defines "terminal installation" as:

"any site for the storage of oil in bulk which is
capable of receiving oil from wat-erb)rne
transportation, including any facility situated
offshnrz and linked to any such site".

The United Kingdom Government has informed the Fund that oil
unloaded at an .)ffshere terminal and reloaded for export would,
in principle, be treated. as having been received in the United
Kingdom. If, however, oil is transshipped from one ship to
another in United Kingdom territorial waters without ever
being Unloaded in these waters, then this oil is not regarded
as having been received in the United Kingdom.

h21151111aLITLILa
The provisions for Hong Kong ands. Tuvalu are the same as those
for the United Kingdom.

4.	 The official records of the 1971 Conference on the Fund
Convention do not give very much background information as
regards the exact meaning of the wording of Article 10. This
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is mainly because the Conference adopted, except for minor
changes, the wording proposed in the draft convention by the
IMCO Legal Committee.

5. There aro only a few statements in the Summary Records
which may be understood as indicating the reasoning for the
adoption of the wording now contained in Article 10 of the
Convention.

The Rapporteur of the Conference, Mr. Nordenson (Sweden),
explained that contributions were to be made;

"only by persons who ... had received total quantities
of contributing oil exceeding an amount of tens to be
determined. The purpose of that provision was to - limit

the number Of contributors in order to reduce
administrative costs. The contributions were payable
in respect'of contributing oil carried by sea and.
discharged at port or.terminal installations of 4

Contracting State ...". (Page 404 of the Official
Records of the 1971 Conference.)

In connection with .an Egyptian amendment, the term "terminal
installation" was discussed. The Egyptian delegation referred
to the situation where oil was discharged in the port of Suez,

piped to.Alexandria and then transferred to tankers to.be
transported by sea to pprts4n Europe. Egyptfavoured an
amendment expressly stating that these .oil movements were not_

covered by Article 10 . of the Fund Convention. This.proposal

. was not carried. The.reasons for the. rejection were expressed

by Mr. Massey (USA)':

"Since it was recognised that the risks of pollution
damage were more directly related to entry and' exit

front harbour areas and that it was not always easy
to ascertain the exact terminal destlnatiOn . of the
oil with consequent. accounting difficulties, the •:

(IMCO Legal) Committee had come to -the conclusion



that there was merit in, requiring a double contribution
in the case of a single journey involving double port

entry and exit". (Page 680 of the Official Records.)

6. The draft Convention submitted to the 1971 Conference
h7:1 been elaborated by a working group ' set up by the IMCO

Legal Committee. This Working Group had held five meetings in
1970 and 1971. It appears that the concept of contributions

eventually submitted to and adopted by the Conference had been
developed at the second session of the Working Group in

September 1970.

7. After discussion of several alternatives, the Working

Group decided that, for the 1-urpose of calculating the

contribution, only the quantity of oil discharged should be

taken into consideration, i.e., the loading of oil and the

distance of transport should be disregarded.

The wording of the draft article was based on a note, submitted

by OCIMF to the.. Working Group, which said:

"The applicable convention should provide that any
oil company which'(i) receives crude oil at a

refinery within a Contracting State'for processing

(if that crude were wholly or partly transported

by sea) or which (ii) received fuel oil (similarly

transported by sea) in any installation within a

Contracting State for storage or terminalling, must

contribute to the Fund".(Document 1EG/WG(FUND)II/2/Rev.1)

8. The IMCO Legal Committee, at its ninth session held

immediately after the Working Group's second session,.noted
that:

"the majority of the , Working Group had agreed to continue

work on this subject on the basis of the scheme proposed
by the Oil Companies International Marine Forum .... The

Committee expressed its approval, in principle, to the

system adopted by the Working Group as the basis of its



further work. It reauested the Working Group to
endeavour, in its further consideration of the subject,
to strike a reasonable balance between the expressed
wish of the Committee for a simple system of
contribution involving a manageable number of
contributors and the need to ensure that contributions
are assessed in a manner equitable to all receivers
of persistent oils".

9. The. Working Grou p ; hhowever, decided later that receipts
of crude oil be treated in the same way as receipts of fuel
oil and not be taken into account . onlyif quantities were
received "for . processing".

10. For. the convenience. of participantsaf-the:CRISTAL
regulations dealing:with contributionsaare-attached.

11. Two different questions appear to cause problems as to the
determination of the contributing oil receipts. First, the
terms "ports or terminal installations" (Article 10.1(a)) and
"any installations" (subparagraph (b)) need clarification.

Secondly, the person to be considered as the receiver of the
oil has to be defined.

A. What is to bc consideredsort' or terminal installation"
and- "any installation"?-

12. Clarification is needed on whether the terms used in
subparagraph (a) ("in the ports or terminal installations in
the territory of that State") and subparagraph (b) ("in any
installations situated in the territory of that Contracting
State") mean the same sort of installations or whether the
difference in wording means a difference in substance. The
following practical situations should be considered;

(a). Ship A	 lying alongside ship.B and takes,oVer. oil from
ship B

(i) within the port area

(ii) outside the port area but within the territorial
waters of a Contracting State.



(b) Oil is discharged by ship .A into floating tank T from

where the oil is

(1), pumped via pipeline on-shore;

(ii) transported by ship B to an on-shore installation.

(c) The same case as under (a) but ship A is an inland

vessel destined for

(i) a Contracting State;

(ii) a non-Contracting State.

(d) Ships A and B lie alongside different piers in a port

and oil is transferred between the two ships by

pipeline passing (at least partly) overland.

(e) Ship A being equipped in a shipyard receives bunker

oil, from ship B which is lying alongside the same pier

as ship A and which carried that oil as bunker oil.

(f) Oil received in an on-shore tank after transport by
sea is later transported by ship across the harbour

to another tank.

B. Who is the  Receiver of Contributin Oil?

13. As to the determination of the person liable for

contributions, the main question seems to be whether the only

relevant aspect is the actual receipt of the oil or whether

other considerations, such as ownership-, status of a person
as importer of the oil, whether a person is acting on behalf

of another, etc., are relevant as well. The following

situations should be considered:

(a) 011 is received in a port and stored there by company A

on behalf of company B.

(b) The same as example (a) but tha oil is not stored by

A but immediately transferred to a refinery or tanks

of company B.



(c) As example (a), but there are different situations
as to the ownership of the oil:

(i) throughout the voyage and during the discharge
operations, the pil is and remains owned by B;

(ii) according to a "delivered contract" the
ownership of the oil passes over from a third
party to B at the time of discharge;

(iii) at the time of discharge from the ship into the
tanks of A, ownership passes from a third party
to A and is passed over from A to B at the time
of delivery to B.

(d) Company B rents storage facilities from company A
which takes care of the operations connected with the
receipt in the port and the storage and subsequent
transport of the oil to company B.

(e) As example (a) but the pipeline andd-portfacilities
connecting the ship with the tanks of company A are.
owned and operated by harbour authority H.

14. The Working .Croup may wish to .consider the. solutions to
the different situations mentioned above and,decide whether,
as a result of the discussions, a draft resolution or a draft
memorandum of understanding for adoption by the Assembly,_
should be elaborated.

* * *



ATTACHMENT

OIL COMPANIES INSTITUTE FOR MARINE POLLUTION
COMPENSATION LIMITED

"CRISTAL"

CONTRACT REGARDING AN INTERIM SUPPLEMENT
TO TANKER LIABILITY FOR OIL POLLUTION

Clause V.

Ownership of Shipments

A particular shipment of Oil shall be considered "owned" by an Oil
Company Party for the purpose of Clause IV (B) (1) and Clause VII when:

(i) title to the shipment is in said Oil Company Party, or

(ii) title to the shipment is in a Person not an Oil Company Party to whom
said Oil Company Party has transferred the shipment, provided that
prior to any Incident involving said shipment, and in accordance with
Rules of the Institute, said Oil Company Party has advised the Institute
In writing that it elects to be considered owner thereof, or

(iii) title to the shipment is in a Person not an Oil Company Party but the
shipment is being carried by a Tanker owned by or under charter to an
Oil Company Party or one of its affiliates, provided that prior to any
Incident involving said shipment, and. in accordance with-Rules of
the Institute, said Oil Company Party has advised the Institute in writing
that for the purposes of this Contract it elects to be considered owner
thereof, or

(iv) title is in a Person not an Oil Company Party who, prior to any Invidont
involving said shipment, contracted to transfer said shipment to an
Oil Company Party.

For the purpose of Clause IV (B) (1) only, bunker oil. and lubricating
oil of a Tanker carrying any shipment so "owned", and intended for use in
the Tanker's operation shall be deemed included in such shipment,

Clause VII.

The Fund

(A) (1) The Institute, in order to assure its financial capability to
make payments in accoroance with Clause IV, shall maintain and administer
a Fund, contributions to which shall be made by each Oil Company Party.

(2) Contributions to the Fund shall be calculated on the basis of
the Crude/Fuel Oil Receipts of the Oil Company Parties.

For the purpose of this Clause, Crude/Fuel Oil Receipts means:

crude oil and fuel oil received at an installation or terminal by an Oil
Company Party which has been transported all or part of the way to
such installation or terminal by Tanker (excluding any crude nil
which is received solely for transhipment for onward tianspretntine
by Tanker to an installation or terminal for receipt by an Oil Company
Party) and which at the time of receipt is owned by an Oil Company
Party, and

(ii) crude oil and fuel oil not so received but with respect to which an Oil
Company Party has elected to be considered the owner, arid

(iii) crude oii arse( fuel oil owned by an Oil Company Party hut with respect
to which title was transferred at destination to a Person lint an Oil
Company Party.

(iv) crude oil and mei oil at the time Whim it has isvvii

Tanker for a period of six months and which al that time is owned by
an Oil Company Party, together with any such crude nil and Itiel nil
retained on board such Tanker on the ;ast day of each ensuing calendar
year thereafter which, at that time, is owned b y an Oil Com pany Party.

(i)
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RULE 6 . 1

' OWNERSHIP OF Oil

Election to be Considered Owner of a Shipment of Oil

(a) An Oil Company Party which desires to be considered "owner" of a shipment(s)
of Oil as provided in Clause V (ii) of CRISTAL shall be required priortotheoccurrence
of an Incident involving said shipment(s), to deliver or cause to be delivered to the
Institute a notice in writing which (i) states that the said Oil Company Party is a
direct or indirect transferor of said shipment to a Person not an Oil Company Party
to CRISTAL and that transferor elects to be considered "owner" thereof for the
purposes of Clause V (it) of CRISTAL, and (ii) identifies the shipment(s) by carrying
vessel, name of transferee, approximate date of loading, scheduled loading port and
destination, type and approximate quantity of Oil, or otherwise identifies the ship.
ment(s) to the satisfaction of the Institute and (iii) contains an undertaking on
behalf of said Oil Company Party to supply such data with respect to said shipment(s)
as the Institute may require and to include the quantity of such shipment(s) in its
report of Crucie/FueI Oil Receipts as required under Clause VII (A) (2) (ii) of CRISTAL.

(b) An Oil Company Party which desires to be considered "owner" of a shipment(s)
of Oil as provided in Clause V (iii) of CRISTAL shall be required, priorto the occurrence
of an Incident involving said shipment (s), to deliver or cause to be delivered to the
Institute a notice in writing which (i) states that said Oil Company- Party or one of
its affiliates is the Owner or charterer of the carrying vessel and that the Oil Company
Party elects to be considered "owner" of the shipment(s) for the purposes of Clause
V (iii) of CRISTAL, (ii) identifies the carrying vessel, the name of its affiliate, if any,
involved as Owner or charterer, approximate loading date, scheduled loading port
and destination, type and approximate quantity of Oil, or otherwise identifies the
shipment(s) to the satisfaction of the institute, and (iii) contains an undertaking on
behalf of said Oil Company Party to supplysuch data with respect to such shipment(s)
as the Institute may require and to include the quantity of such shipment(s) in its
report of Crude/Fuel Oil Receipts as required under Ciause VII (A) (2) (ii) of
CRISTAL.

(c) En the event en Oil Company Party enters into a term soles contract it will not
be necessary for said Oil Company Party to notify the Institute in accordance with
(a) above with regard to each individual shipment under said contract, provided
said Oil Company Party, prior to the occurrence of an Incident involving any shipment
under said contract, delivers or causes to be delivered to the Institute a notice in
writing which contains the appropriate information with respect to the whole of
said contract.

RULE 7 . 1

Members' Obligation to Advise as to Crude/Fuel Oil Receipts

(c) Fuel Oil must be included in Crude/Fuel Oil Receipts each time it is received
at an installation for storage or terminalling except when it is received at such an
installation from another such installation from which it was transported solely in
estuarial or inland waters.

(d) When a Member retains title to crude oil received by an installation or terminal
(whether or not said installation or terminal was operated by said Member), which
crude oil was transported all or part of the way thereto by Tanker, said crude oil
must be included in the Crude/Fuel Oil Receipts of said Member, excluding any
crude oil which is received for onward transportation by Tanker to an installation or
terminal for receipt by Member.

(e) In submitting the written advices, required above, each Member shall include
in arriving at said Crude/Fuel Oil Receipts (i) all natural crude oil whether or not
treated to be rendered suitable for transportation, all natural crude oils front which low
boiling point hydrocarbons or distillates have been removed (sometimes referred to
as "topped crude oil"), or to which low boiling point hydrocarbons or distillates from
a refining process have been added (sometimes referred to as "spiked" or "recon-
stituted crude oils") and (ii) all grades of fuel oil of a quality equivalent to ASTM
No. 4 Fuel Oil or heavier and intended for use as a fuel for the production of either
heat or power.
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